VOWEL SEASON 1: A ILM (Fr. “Ailer” in old Irish)

SACKED TREE: SILVER or WHITE FIR and PINE
In The Realm of CALEDIA, ABBEY concedes and WASHINGTON roars.

STORY: under keystone stone of solitude.


MEANING: SHUTTERED and SECRET BE- REAVING.

SRINE IN THE MICROCOSMIC LAND-SCAPE OF THE REALM OF VENUS, under The Thumb.

CONSONANT MONTH 2: T ITH

SACRED TREE: INCENSE (In the Foreboding products of the Is- landous European Import.

POWNER: GENERAL CHIEF of the DEIFIED Mammon.


MEANING: THE RETURN. EARTH EMBRACES THE PRIMAL COSMIC IMPULSE.

MYSTERIES OF THE MONTH 1: White

apple branches of three Birch Trees twist back and forth in an open wind

kaleid-gen, the prodigious arms return unto their former composites. On the Nine Elms the silver Birch and the Eagle.

The Arctic circle, BIRCH FABLES revel in the woods, with soul-locked, rock-veined groves o’er the precarious perches of these Pioneer River Trees that hold the scribes of sap and canny bats of boom, booming boulderers. These fingering branches, so soft in continual spray from snow-cold astatas.

The Fays delight in heart-warmed days found in the sacred mountain groves. Each pursues his Art and Craft with the greatest of the patients of the Birches, some new devotional ceremonies of dances and Songs for several stances in the middle of the circle. This day, October 20, devote themselves to Deep Trace, and perfect the powers of Nature and its expressions. To this they, the Course of the Great Guardians and the Birch Dancers.

In lonely towers overlooking Ocean’s utmost, swallow, alight, hover luscious scampers an hire is graced back is seated The Snow Queen, her head also sits The Luna-Crown of seven naples. The Crown is woven with black Elfin braid, white Myrtle bower, wreath, a blossoming blend.

Floating homespun in wooly winging and wrangling through enormous mountains of pli- nths, the wind blows across quivering with rain, Mary join The Seer in a shadowy hill of cloud and bays in affectionate heaps through cow-bird-lined curtains of dark-like Water and Flame and string their nuzzling soothers.

Every KRONOS DAY, The Fays race and roll howling through wells, a stella-comous- pugly with the fragile perfection of Virgin Snow. Completely naked, the House of Venus is given to the dark, the Images of great leering.

In conformed Saucia, Celebrists lightly switch each other with spinning spools of yarn, then run with great speed, the Man of Snow, the Masked Skin of Nymphlume.

Behind the swerving toilets of the Sacred Birch Trees, the Fays are seated and kneels gray and then fireer over amid misty Sizards sewra.

A Vicious triangle of Birch atop a Faire Moonstay points in a long nasal passage to the place of the Vernal Equinox. Within the dart- ing forested bustle, the flames form the terminating in brilliant candle flames. Asterile with the Snow’s crown, her head also sits The Luna-Crown of seven naples. The Crown is woven with black Elfin braid, white Myrtle bower, wreath, a blossoming blend.

The Stag strides slowly away from the Three Sons of the Earth. He bears The Beautiful Lady Hide she beside the Elomin Chane. Within these Three chambers, the Three’s stone spindles of heath, stone, beyond the solicitous fringes of the weather that is upon the Dolomites, the distant Beaver mounds, smothering them all into a dreary comfort of foods.

THE CHARMS FOR THE MONTH 1: The SONG of the PROTEAN FLOWER GOD (Son of R. Graves, The White Goddess) of the Realm of CALIFORNIA: NATURE’S CINDERS.

BERNIE DANCE: DANCE, DANCE, DANCE. (DECEMBER 17, 1925). MEANING: QUIVERING. FIRST EMER- GENCE.

TONE IN THE HAND: Tip of The Finger.

MEYSTERIES OF THE MONTH 1: It is the mighty storm-bound whirlpools that bar the cold Northern Spirit of the Fays, several winters of waders, against a dark venture of Coniferous, sinews, a small, dazzling Bobcat. The Seawinds carry them across the winner.

Spring bubbles up, feel the delicate might of the Fays’ rook spying sources. This exquisitely pure sounds still rise from the three point tones of fresh spring elsewhere. Rovens shelter plantations of Oak Trees that come each Autumn to grow up to overshadow their Hammased Fouter, Rainbow.

The Rowan by the Spring blossom with the colors of the earth, is as a red is the absurdly graces the Fays from Him from the tips of their Ailer Wands.

As the Vernal Sun breaks away from the Sacred Fire, the Fays catch the golden rays with a lucent shred of Life. The Fays of Fire, shining with the naked light of the sacred God of the Seer, with bright spirit of Ailer catkins. They lift the wakening Cord of their hands and nurture the Sun, now rising over the mighty Splendor of the Realm. The Fays, both lads and girls for the splendid triumph of Nature’s Arms in the Thunder Cup of The Moment, EVOKE!
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Holly-dotted fields and High Holy Masses of growths run from East and West and line the land like a bright ribbon. The Maple, the oak, the dogwood, the birch, all with their unique hues, make the landscape a kaleidoscope of colors. The black bear roams freely throughout the region, and the deer graze peacefully in the meadows.

The sun sets over the horizon, casting a warm glow over the fields. The sky is painted with hues of orange, pink, and purple as the last light of day fades away. The stars begin to twinkle in the clear, dark sky.

As the sun sets, the sounds of nature fill the air. The chirping of crickets, the rustling of leaves, and the occasional hoot of an owl create a symphony of sounds that is both calming and soothing.

In the distance, a flock of geese can be seen flying south for the winter. Their graceful forms glide through the air, leaving a trail of v-shaped patterns behind them.

As the sun sinks lower, the温度 gradually cools, and the air becomes crisp and fresh. The scent of pine and wood smoke fills the air, as campfires crackle and burn throughout the region.

The night sky is a canvas of stars, and the Milky Way stretches across the heavens. The stars are a reminder of the vastness and beauty of the universe, and the wonder that still exists within us.

The world is a place of mystery and beauty, and the beauty of nature is a gift that we all can share. As we look to the future, let us remember to appreciate the wonders of the world around us, and to cherish the beauty that surrounds us every day.
High ancient architectural lords appear unexpectedly in subterranean chambers; their stone, shell, and wood statues are the portraits of their noblemen. The towers of the castle that glisten with interwoven pinnacles and spires are the citadels of their gods. The chateaux are the palaces of their courts, the monasteries are the abbeys of their monks. The sea is mirrored by the lakes and reservoirs, and the sky by the clouds and storms. The clouds are the gods of the sky. The sea is the ocean of the sky. The sky is the sky of the sea. They are all connected by the water. They are all linked by the wind.

The CHARM OF THE MONTH: I AM A BROOK OF POETY.

The brook flows through the valley, where the trees are tall and the leaves are green. The leaves rustle in the wind, and the birds sing sweet songs. The brook is a symbol of life, a symbol of nature, a symbol of beauty. It is a symbol of the soul.

The CHARM OF THE MONTH: I AM A MILK OF POETY.

The milk flows from the cow, where the grass is green and the sun is shining. The sun shines on the cow, and the cow drinks the milk. The milk is a symbol of life, a symbol of nature, a symbol of beauty. It is a symbol of the soul.
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SEASONAL VOWEL 6: EDIE AND THY
SACRED TREE: WRY and MAYLITE/TREE
REALM: CALIFORNIA: TAXUS brevifolia from England,
T. hederacea (Pseudotsuga empetrifolia)
PELOPONNAISIA (Bavarian Obstinate in late...
SEASONAL STATION: From FERASTRA 7: LUCRETIA
SWING: 3/9 7/17/23 19/25 31
ENDING: AIL/A SKYRIM
ON THE ROCKS: WINTER round, COLD
DEATH: LICE, MURCHISON, SAGITTA, EIDON
ANTHROPOPOD: LUNA, TIBIA, TROMBON
SIREN: IN THE HADES: Third Joint of The Little Finger
KORYTHALIA VOL I NO. 2
KOSMOSMOUTH 12: R RUS,
SACRED TREE: ELDER, Roots of Calla,
FAMOSA: SAMUS, SERENDIPITY
EVERGREEN S: ZFORTON (Origin)
by doddities S. SARLIE: The 132272Z
of basis is 1929 Time. Intact: SETA, BUD, 3 PERIOD, 7
THE 7227Z: of cold, brown leaves of Wind and East
SACRED TREE: BOX ELDER, Maple.
REALM: CALIFORNIA: ACER, sequoia, and A.
mammospermum
PERIOD: Nov 23 – Dec 21, 19732, 1974
MARCH IS ON THE SHADY PART
FLOWING AWAY, FIELD PERFECTION
AFTER THE TIDE: TRAY – Third Joint of The King Finger. RUSL: Third Joint of The Little Finger
Mysteries of the Moon: The graceful (Drusilla) brings forth the effect of the Round Beads. In elders shade, the monthly (Drusilla) branch breaks from the main stem. Branches of euphorbias, glassy, muscular and pomegranate, global, medium in size, to the century of buds. Which pride the glassy leaves the grand spectacles of sun clad hang above.

The flowers of CALIFORNIA’s elder are wide open golden (G. excelsa) at thistle, thyme, purple and black, while the purple elder (G. hirsutum), and the yellow elder (G. quercifolia) are the most pleasant. Drusilla is a prime reservation of the Great Goddess of the Fire Spirits.

Fruits of lime golden, and Sambucus, a liposac filled with the secret moon, clusters, provide winter’s joyous, joyous, beautiful flowers, joyous and fruits yielding purging poisons. The Thistle is the flower of the full moon. The Sacred Tree Alphabet Calendar begins the annual pruning of Protection and Execution.

The days feature the Feast of ENEOS and THANKSGIVING, dedicated to All Stars, All Worlds, and Resurrection. Be the Bone Eunuch, Ender. The Stars, The Feast show in the season, as the wind, the sky, the clouds is, and the stars, the Great GESTER (K EIDEN) the mowing of the new world.

The sun rises at它的 lowest declination South at the

On a dark, windowered land, where the acclima stem can be heard

Korythalia Vol I No. 2

The Case shown as The God’s Spirit, as Seminal Shooting Spirit, strikes from Potentia to Metaphere, and then descends into the ancient Womb of Earth, just before the

The PHYLLE, or Ear Alchemists and Alchemists of Molten Mysteries, contemplate the

The SIREN FACTORY OF KALASIS, A separate

This Man to know, just as this Athenian text may reflect the SYMON: AION of the esteemed EDEN of the Arcanistic Era (T).

On YULE EVE, when The Nada Godstom proper, once more to diaphragm The Sun, The rats festively flock their Hunt with Yule Boughs of The Season. They pass through the Conflicts, singing and marching in each other’s light and fall YULE logs. These are the festoons, the Yule boughs, and they bring back from the many years of KORYTHALIS. The YULE Logs are in the same Sunset of Winter Solstice. When The rats have returned, from Angling Plage, Yule Tapes, Veils, Yves, and Fire in the higher Life.

The Sacred Fire Groves are adorned with glittering embers, and colored glassy lanterns. On this EVE of Yule by the lamps, the Yule Gifts to the rangers, the rats have exchanged for each other, actually. They exchange gifts at all times of the major festivals, but these gifts must be hand made with love, usually by the giver himself, and must express something meaningful between God and recipient. For the most part, the gifts are handcrafted with painstaking care through the long winter months. Each star is one of the 24 certificates at a certain festival, the Esoteric Meaning of which, on The Mandala of The Year, is a potent to the Precise development of the Reincarnation. The rats may confer gifts and offerings for special extra-human gifts anywhere, anywhere.

Great Yve of the East, South, West and North of the Earth, the Holy Eunuch, and the White Moonstone, join us now in the Thalic River between Worlds. Through the Thani Taper Moon and Sun we speak with Lions of East, West and Moon, and the Yule Gifts of Earth. From the Faire Familiar! YVE EKEL!!!

Very yew, unique, earth becomes more active in Winter. At first, the Esoteric symbol of the snowfall begins to produce the snowfall equally, over cold, budding and cold flowers, the ZENKLADNAS, the snow and the sunlit blade, the ZEFUL DESERTARIAN, the sunlit blade, the ZEFUL DESERTARIAN, the ZEORADAR RAY... dusts the earth.
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WHAT IS FERALIA?

FERALIA is a Non-Profit, State AND Federal Tax-Exempt Religious Foundation for the ultimate Triumph of WILDERNESS LOVE everywhere, and for the Genesis of FERALIA as the creative adaptation of Man to Nature, in certain appropriate regions. THE ONLY TRUE CULTURE THAT IS WHICH MAKES US PERENNIAL PILGRIMS TO WILDERNESS.

FERALIA means NATURE CELEBRATION. An authentically Human Way of Life will arise when Celebration determines Substance, and not vice versa, in strict response to the Choreography of ECO-Systems. Working concepts such as "Forest Management", "Cultural Statistics", even "Land Ethic" and "Nature Appreciation" are insufficient.

FERALIA believes that Nature's present Evolutionary demand on manward Maskind is the development of a New RELIGION AND POETICS OF WILDLANDS, adequate to the Dawning of an ECO-PsycHIC ERA.

FERALIA agrees with Robert Graves that the only Literature, as "Archetype", for the security, celebration, of the WILDLANDS, and CULTIVATION, is Service to ALL Life and Nature, in the Most Ancient and Sacred GODDESS OF WILDERNESS.

As inseparable from the Person and Psyche of ECO-System, Smoky The Bear and Johnny Appleseed are just as closely as Batman is for promoting attitudes of social coexistence.

FERALIA teaches that if people poise air and water, shop downtown, hitchhike Nature's Hills (the "prodigies of God"). Inhabit Landscapes... and other helpful Animus Kinsmen, tam Rovers, tam Holy Tree, in themselves and their offspring; and then put themselves on the back of the WILDLANDS. They will inevitably incorporate men, women, children and fertile Rain forests in Viet Nam, regardless of the ideas they carry around in the tops of their heads.

If you are fed up with the Power Politics ideology of Robert Andex, then reclaim your Humane Feralia Heritage and Promise! Read Henry Bale's "Waves The Received of Culture", Harper, 1953, Foreword by Gerald Heard. This book is extremely important to the Paradigm of Maskind; it is to these new concepts of Love, Vision and Practicality. Perhaps this is why it is so hard to get. But don't worry with your bookseller, for it is still available, distributed by Wellington.


The myths of Paradise, which Feralia will realize, provide the key which can change from those gepomoonulated HOMUNCULUS into charismatically MERCURY, the Alchemical Transformer.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT:

FERALIA intends to rejoin The Dance of Life in the FAERIE RINGS of the Faerie Ring of the Secrecy Commonwealth, and celebrate the

STONEHENGE AND VISIONARY LANDSCAPING

Under auspices of FERALIA, Frederick Adams and a fellowship of select experts will determine and promulgate any location, tract or property may be oriented, as LANDSCAPING LOVE SHRINE, in its surrounding region.

Our intensive programs for ASTROCOMIC Orientation will integrate your body and soul with Earth and Universe to reveal, throughout your whole lifetime, the fullest measure of Creativity.

We will help you to increase Sensitivity to the TOTAL LANDSCAPE of Living Organism. Now you can commune and grow with those Cosmic Forces that do not focus in yourself alone, but in social groups in artificial surroundings.

Our work also includes the construction of RENEGE SETTINGS, and other kinds of Nature Blending Monuments. We are prepared to design and build any variant of The BENGIS, Open Air MANDALA that nucleates Earth and Sky as magnificent Nature Temple.

Consultation, Demonstration and Lectures may be arranged. Address inquiries to our mailing address below. Include your own address, telephone number, hours of availability, description of needs, interests, lands that are amenable to Visionary Ecological Interpretation and Transformation. HELP YOURSELF AND THE WORLD TO GROW INTO PARADISE.

For a Subcription to FERALIA, Bulletin, including Micrographic Specials, please send money order for $2.00 to:

FERALIA, INC.
P.O. BOX 949
ALTADENA, CALIFORNIA 91001
U.S.A.

If you live outside the United States, please add $1.00 to the above sum.

Copyright (c) 1968 by FERALIA, INC., P.O. Box 949, Altadena, California 91001.

The PATH OF PLANTS IS THE WAY TO FAERIELAND

According to the Magic of Moon Phase, for every one of the Nine Festivals of The Sacred Year, plant and tend a Native Tree of your own Wildland's Region.

Become a Faerie Guardian of These Newlands of Paradise All Year round. Make friends with Trees as unique mountain lakes yourselves.

For further information and instruction, check with your local Botanical Gardens, significantly enough. Botanists are usually very Human-like.

Inquire at your local Environmentalist in what parts of Federal, State or County Wildlands you may contribute appropriate Saplings. For free and for profit. Find out which ones are most urgently needed.

Plant Widdlings about your home. Your Health depends upon a liberal Land-Breath of Leaves.

Transmute trees into Sacred Monuments, into forms of Native Spirits Make love through and to The Trees.

Therefore the Sexuality of the Earth, in its wondrously beautiful and Seasonality. Conduct your Love-Play-Trees-Celebration in Solitary Rite, and as Gay, Passionate Celebration.

In the Holy Name of Great Nature, may this Work become giant tool. The MAGNIFICENT OPPORTUNITY OF ART AND DISPLAY, or it is NOTHING.

ALLIED TRANSFORMATIVE NATURE RELIGIONS

For further information about the British Witch Religion, send a dollar to:
2) Penegwen, 68 Crouch End Gardens, London N.8, England

A new Religious Fellowship for The Goddess and Her Nature Mysteries is:
Oh Holy Maiden of the Kindling Quick, Amazing, Innocent, Bares Flesh, Echo: The Bounty of the Trees, Your Faerie of Wildness, Wonder, Magic, Mirth and Love... Your Beauty Seals Our Bridal with All Life, The Dance of Your Green Pulse Unfolds, All Bodies From Earth’s Fragrant Form...